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I. General Tasks 

THE 'l'ASKS OF THE TROTSKYIST LEAGUE 
-OF GERt-1ANY IN THE NEXT PERIOD 

3 

The Trotskyist League of Germany, section of the internation
~l Spartacist tendency, is a revolutionary l1arxist organization 
whose goal is to construct in Germany the vanguard party of the 
proletariat as section of the Fourth International, which must be 
reborn. Only a determined class leadership based on the foundations 
o'c the revolutionary program laid dm'ln by I1arx and Engels, Lenin 
and Trotsky can lead the ''lorking class to victory on both a nation
al and international scale and thereby open the road to socialism. 
Pabloism organizationally dissolved and destroyed the Fourth Inter
national, founded in 1938 as an answer to the counterrevolutionary 
l-:~trayal of the Stalinists. The revolutionary continuity of the 
German section had been broken even earlier through the reign of 
fascism, which broke up its organization and politically disoriented 
it. As part of the international Spartacist tendency, the TLD's 
task is organizationally and politically to overcome the break in 
continuity of revolutionary Marxism in Germany. 

The international Spartacist tendency has briefly defined the 
t0sks of the TLD: 

"In Germany three inextricable tasks are posed for Leninists: 
to programmatically "'in over subjectively revolutionary ele
ments from among the thousands of young left social democrats, 
centrists, revisionists and 11aoipts; to fuse together intel
lectual and proletarian element~, above all through the devel
opment and struggle of communis~ industrial fractions; to in
wardly assimilate some thirty years of Marxist experience and 
analysis from "'hich the long break in continuity has left 
the new generation of German revolutionary Harxists still par
tially isolated." 

--"Declaration for the Organiz
ing of an International Trot
skyist Tendency," Workers Van
guard Ho. 49, 19 July 1974--

. The political activity of the TLD is determined by its present 
character as a relatively weak propaganda group, albeit a fighting 
propaganda group; i.e., programmatic regroupment on the basis of 
the Trotskyist program demands exemplary political initiatives such 
as the solidarity campaign for the RAF comrades. Such exemplary 
initiatives must put into perspective what the task of a revolu
tionary party "lOuld be, what steps it would have to indicate for 
the struggle and "That slogans it \-;ould have to raise. The TLD is 
like\'lise duty-bound to begin exemplary trade-union "lOrk, as soon as 
its forces permit. The areas of exemplary work must, hm..rever, be 
selected with the ut~ost care in order to prevent what would in the 
last analysis be a liquidationist overburdening of the organization. 
In its exemplary activity, in all its interventions and in its pub
lications the TLD must carryon a sharp political struggle against 
ostensibly revolutionary organizations, so as to unmask the half
hearted character and lack of direction of these organizations to 
the members and their sphere of influence. 
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II. 'I'he Ilajor Tasks of the TLD in the Immediate Future 

1. The TLD is, with its limited forces, exposed to constant 
pressure from the Hest German left, one vlhich would seem to compel 
it to wide-ranging interventions against competing left organiza
tions. In the immediate future, the TLD will counter the danger 
that its public activities expand into a liquidationist overburden
ing of its cadre by centering its efforts on the internal consol~
dation of the organization. The TLD does not intend to burn out 1ts 
members through hyperactivism; rather it must develop them into 
cadre capable of functioning as bolsheviks in our international 
movement for their entire lives. For this reason the TLD \'1111 in
crease its program of internal education in the immediate future. 
The conscious policy of stabilizing tile core of cadre we have won 
must be supplemented by systematic efforts to recruit on the peri
phery of the organization. 

2. The struggle of the TLD must aim at asserting itself as a 
pole of the revolutionary regroupment process. Through this strug
gJ~ the TLD must politically and programmatically attain recogni
tion as the sole Leninist-Trotskyist organization in Germany. Only 
in this way can we win the best elements of reformist and centrist 
organizations to a revolutionary course. In our approach to this 
t.C1sk 've must be guided by a correct evaluation of the various OROs, 
namely, which organizations present the most important barriers for 
subjective revolutionaries on the "lay tm-Tard revolutionary Harxism, 
which organizations, on the basis of their political and organiza
t.ional structure, seem to offer particularly favorable opportunities 
in which to intervene. In general terms our thrust in the coming 
period aims primarily at ostensibly Trotskyist organizations. 

a. The Spartacusbund remains a left-Pabloist organization 
with a workerist orientation. It is characterized by its readiness 
to abandon the Trotskyist Transitional Program, "lhich it claims to 
defend, for the sake of any tactical maneuver: its (mainly simu
lated) trade-union \vork, its attempts at "political debate" with 
other political tendencies and its strivings to acquire a distinct 
international profile. Characteristic of it are its desires for a 
cozy nest in rotten propaganda blocs. 

As the largest and best-known organization in Germany claim
ing, at times loudly, to be carrying out orthodox Trotskyist poli
tics, the Spartacusbund is the most important barrier for young 
class struggle militants standing impressionistically to the left 
of the USec Majority and subjectively seeking the way to Trotsky
ism. The Spartacusbund has a small but not unimportant core of ex
perienced cadres. Its facade of "mass work" continues to attract 
a few workerists and advocates of jerry-built work in the trade 
unions, although it by no means co~stitutes an attractive organiza
tion for such tendencies. Hore impbrtant for our evaluation is, ho\-!
ever, the fact that serious, subjebtively revolutionary militants 
still continue to join the Spartacusbund--although this is largely 
excluded where "le have a real existence. In spite of heightened 
activism, the Spartacusbund seems to be stagnating in Berlin, and 
its little Cologne local dissolved after the expulsion of the Trot
skyist Faction. 
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Progranunatic polarization of the Spartacusbund must be con
sidered our most important task. Because of its political eclecti
cism and its organizational federalism, but also because of the 
amateurishness with which it sets about creating a political ap
paratus, the conditions for producing such a polarization remain 
favorable for us. The recent right split of the Spartacusbund's 
Bolshevik Tendency (which brought with it the loss of many of its 
"exemplary proletarians" in Horth PJ1ine-Hestphalia) is only further 
proof of its brittleness and vulnerability. The differences between 
Tendency I and Tendency 2 (as well as the differences within Ten
uency 1) "Jill continue to exist; like the organization as a ""hole, 
neither tendency has any clear programmatic bases. 

Hence it is the TLD' s duty wi Jhin the local frame,,",ork of Ber
lin and Cologne, in the regional f~ame"'0rk of North Rhine-Hest
phalia and also beyond this, to expose the claims of the Spartacus
bund and to go on the offensive in stigmatizing it as a left-Pablo
ist organization. A further important point of criticism in doing 
this must be the Spartacusbund's nationally limited perspective 
,.,hich is coupled \'lith pathetic attempts at internationalism. The 
same amateurishness displayed by the Spartacusbund in its disputes 
with other left organizations in Germany also characterizes its 
international '·lOrk. By avoiding hard programmatic conflicts it is 
c:ble to approach international ".,ork with the most varied notions 
and to publish the most contradictory statements. Since the Spar
tacusbund lacks the basis for constructing its ovm international 
tendency, since it avoids a serious consideration of our tendency 
and at the moment does not "'ish to return to the womb of the "Uni
ted" Secretariat, it ,·rill continue stumbling around indecisively 
internationally and will remain a national organization with unde
veloped international appetites. 

b. Vis-a-vis the GIM, the German section of the "United" 
Secretariat, the TLD has so far not succeeded in finding' an effec-, 
tive polemical confrontation. In lvest Berlin this confrontation is 
rendered difficult by the sponge-like character of the local GIM-
constructed by Mandel out of the rotten remains of the academic !let·, 
Left after the split of the German section by the IKD/KJO and after 
the 1,laoists vlOn hegemony in the Hest Berlin far left. 

Although the GIH has acquired its laurels not as the German 
section but rather from the relatively high exposure of the LCR and 
the facile pen of the superstar IIandel and although it generally 
"lorks through front groups of the "nevi mass vanguard" (Chile Com
mittee, "independent" women's groups, Portugal and Spain Solidarity 
Committees, etc.) ,V'e should not underestimate its importance. Aside 
from the traditional centers of left Pabloism (i.e., the former KJO 
and BL as well as of the present-day Spartacusbund) it is often the 
sole functioning ostensibly Trotskyist group and consequently re
cruits comrades "'hom \V'e should like to attract. The GIH has produced 
a national opposition to the HIT and LTF of considerable size, the 
Kompass 'l'endency, '''hich is not without international significance j n 
the USec; but this tendency is collapsing into fat'lning loyalty to 
the US~c, into impressionism (the SPD is a bourgeois party) and int.o 
\:,orkerl.sm~ It is the TLD' s unconditional task to press forward an 
l.nterventl.on into the GIl-I milieu (particularly in North Rhine-tvest-
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phalia, where the Dusseldorf local of the GUI seems to be signifi
cant). 

c. l'1e have scarcely had an opportunity to intervene 
ngainst the blO successors of the split International Committee in 
Germany, primarily because their centers and areas of work nowhere 
coincide with ours. Despite its relationship to the centrist OCI in 
France, the IAK is an unambiguously reformist organization. Its 
entrism in the SPD offers a simon-pure example of the reformist 
and liquidationist consequences of the strategic united front con
ception. Its entry and trade-union work exude a primitive sucking
up to the bureaucracy; the social-democratic bureaucracy is con
sciously using the entrist forces of the IAK (the SAP group)-
Clided by their "anti-Stalinism"--to do their dirty work on osten
sibly communist tendencies such as the Maoists and the SE111/DKP (as 
for example in the GEW in Berlin). 

The SAB is a classic Healyite organization--\vith a youth or
ganization on the basis of a minimal program, with the permanent 
and last, decisive "crisis" as its shibboleth and with a "mass 
paper" (Der Funke). Its members are relatively young, inexperienced 
and generally \'rithout a political past; as a rule they are com
pletely burned out in a short time. Although the political line of 
the SAB is extremely "discontinuous," it is clearly to the left of 
reformism. 

d. Maoist Stalinist organizations: Our interventions 
against Maoist Stalinist organizations cannot realistically aim at 
intending to split these organizations politically or decisively 
\-leaken them in the foreseeable future. In vim., of the present weak
ness of the TLD we cannot hope to endanger these groups seriously, 
,.,.hich are considerably larger than we are. During decisive tacti
cal turns by these organizations, during crises or rapidly changing 
si tuations (as "lith the Socialist ~lenum movement in the KPD' peri-:
phery), we do, hm'lever, as a hard nti-revisionist Leninist organi
zation, have the possibility of mo ing subjectively revolutionary 
elements from these organizations br their front groups to a break 
tori th Stalinism and to attract them programmatically to us. Such a 
regroupment out of the Haoist milieu would qualitatively increase 
the weight of the TLD in the West German left. 

Our present intervention work in this milieu pursues two goals: 
1) to lay the programmatic basis for a direct, comprehensive poli
tical confrontation with the l1aoist organizations when our forces 
permit this on a broader scale; i.e., at present to make ourselves 
knot-in as hard, orthodox Trotskyists as an important prerequisite for 
aggressively effecting left or ambivalent splits from ~laoist organi
zations; 2) to acquire a profile for ourselves as Trotskyists vis
a-vis ostensibly Trotskyist organizations which have never succeeded 
in carrying out an effective political debate with the Haoists, 
i.e., the beginnings of our regroupment perspective toward the Mao
ists also offers a cilance to break elements out of the ostensibly 
Trotskyist organizations. 

Regarding the Uaoist organizations discussed belo\-l it must be 
noted that they are all Stalino-menshevik organizations \'lhich (at 
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least since the KPD and KPD/BL too~ over the policy of the "Nation
al Front") can neither be clearly located ,-Ii thin a left-right spec
trum nor unambiguously identified with a definite historical form 
of Stalinism (Third Period, Pop Front/Seventh World congress). 

- The Communist League (KB) is one of the most contra
dictory of the Stalino-menshevik organizations. It propounds the 
theory of a creeping fascization of the "big monopolies," to which 
it attempts to oppose broad democratic action alliances. On the one 
hand this thesis makes it relatively unreceptive to the Chinese pro
Nato line (for after all, to the KB this means an alliance with 
"fascist" politicians); on the other hand it leads it methodologi
cally to\'lard an alliance with the "liberal" "anti-fascist" bour
~eoisie (i.e., classical popular frontism). The KB readily criti
cizes, albeit impressionistically, China's foreign policy. It re
proaches the Soviet Union for "revisionism," but without taking a 
clear position on its class character. 

If possibilities exist for a policy of united action vis-a-vis 
the KB, \'Ie shall make use of them. But since the KB is virtually 
insignificant in Berlin and Cologne, i. e., where '"Ie are working, 
our attention cannot be directed primarily at this organization. 

- The Communist League of West Germany (KBt'l) \'-Tas born 
out of \'lidely dispersed Harxist-Leninist circles, i.e., out of a 
merger of the HL circles which has produced an organization by no 
means unimportant on a national scale. The essentially uninterrupted 
passage of these circles from the New Left to the KBW has--despite 
the programmatic discussion before the fusion, despite the accepted 
authority of the circle New Red Forum--resulted in a particular 
regional heterogeneousness which can provide us with opportunities 
for intervention. Although in Berlin the KBN is a downright mushy 
organization '"lith only a small number of cadres, it is significant 
in Cologne because of its size there and its relative openness. 

The KBl'1 starts from the Second International's programmatic 
approach and Lenin's early radical interpretation of the Erfurt 
Program. Out of the democratic elements of this program, which par~
phrase the bourgeois-democratic character of the radical demand for. 
a republic, the KBtJ constructs a democratic action program "proved" 
by Lenin quotes and with an ultimately utopian-reformist character. 
Despi te the Km-l' s claim that the democratic struggle constitutes Ci. 

genuine mediation between the daily struggle and the struggle for 
socialism, a classical menshevik-Stalinist stages model is concealed 
behind this "bridge." The KBN's programmatic approach contains un
mistakably revisionist elements: a} it derives its programmatic 
approach from an antagonism between "people" and "state" \'Thich sup" 
posedly constitutes the political dimension in capitalist society; 
b) its conception that the proletariat will seize power through an 
"expansion of democracy" is based centrally on a classless concep
tion of democracy. 

- The KPD after overcoming its internal difficulties, 
which found expression essentially in the Socialist Plenum split 
(which, taking as point of deParture a critique of the "Social-

~ 
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Fascism"-Line has since developed essentially rightHards), has in 
the meantime carried out an adaptation to the pro-Nato line of the 
People's Republic of China without internal contradictions. Al thougl\ 
the KPD had previously placed itself rather in the Thalmann tradi
tion of the Third Period, it has in the meantime, after its turn 
to Nato, placed itself in the continuity of Ulbricht's "National 
Front." \vhereas its trade-union work was previously aggressively 
for splits, the RGO [Red Trade Union Organization] seems--despite 
the . perseverance of a tendency tm'lard tactical adventures--to 
have lost immediate relevancy for the KPD. 

The KPiJ is a homogeneous organization which always prepares it:: 
political line very precisely. It disposes over a hard Stalinist 
core and a notable apparatus. Fluctuations occur mainly in the KSV 
[Communist Student Union]. 

e. The DKP/SEW is, as a result of its firmly established 
apparatus, its tradition and its scarcely radicalized membership, 
not approachable by the TLD in the immediate future. In carrying 
out exemplary actions we must howeJer attempt to make use of approp·· 
riate occasions for our propaganda 1 in order to be able to demon
strate that a policy of unity in a~tion can be extended to Stalinis I._~ 
organizations of the Noscow variety as well. VIe do not fail to rec
ognize that in the long run the DKP/SEH constitutes the strongest 
and potentially most brutal political support of the bourgeoisie to 
the left of the SPD in the working-class movement. 

At present, left-social-democratic organizations like the Soc
ialist Bureau, the SAG and the like are scarcely of direct interest 
for us, although we should not ignore left splits. The reformist 
catch-all Socialist Bureau has some relevance for our politics inso
far as it serves as pole of attraction for ostensible Trotskyists 
with a workerist orientation. In the framework of the TLD's propa
gandistic work we need to dispel the illusion that such orgariizatioll'; 
can carry out "concrete socialist" trade-union work. \ve need to ex
pose their function as flag-bearers of left Social Democracy. 

3. As part of its development toward a national fighting prop
aganda organization the TLD must strive for an increasing orienta
tion toward the proletarian mass movement. Of course this orienta
tion is not independent from the perspective of revolutionary re
groupment; rather it is part and parcel of this tactic. In build
ing communist trade-union fractions we must build an image as an 
alternative leadership in the struggle against all the treacherous 
tendencies in order to win over the adherents of competing c\lrren+;.s 
in the working-class movement. 

However at present the TLD cannot set out directly to build 
communist trade-union fractions. Our forces are not such as to pel.
mit industrializing comrades at the present moment. We will not 
amateurishly leave a broad, long-term communist intervention into 
the trade unions to random "footholds." Instead we shall be guiderl 
by such criteria as the importance of the given branch of industry 
to the \Jest German economy, the degree of trade-union organization 
and traditional militancy (active trade-union structures, shop 
stewards, etc.) as well as the presence of competing tendencies. 
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Hmvever, should the possibility of trade-union work result fre"!; 
recruitment or the like, then its realization must be very seriously 
examined and prepared in the greatest detail. For the TLD to slip 
prematurely into a situation of trade-union struggle can discredit 
us just as much as an exaggerate~ timidity, a fearful postponement 
of our intervention out of overscrupulousness due to solely nega
tive experiences in German trade-union work. 

The TLD's immediate task is to treat questions of the prole
tarian mass movement publicistically (and this means above all dis
cussing them internally). The TLD cannot ignore basic problems of 
the class struggle such as unemployment, inflation, training, etc. 
In its pUblications the TLD must take up various struggles, as for 
example the struggles of the workers in Erwitte, important trade
union events, etc. in order to exemplarily explain our line and to 
be able to better attack the activities of other organizations. 

4. Other areas of intervention for the TLD: 

a. Hork among women: Our intervention in the feminist mil
ieu and in ostensibly-socialist women's organizations will continue 
to have a reactive character. If possibilities of programmatic 
polarization in such a women's organization exist and if, after con-' 
sidered examination, we decide on an ongoing intervention, a cell 
for work among women should be formed. But even independent of con
crete possibilities of work among women our defense of the Bolshevil~ 
position on the woman question is an essential programmatic element 
of revolutionary regroupment. This is true both for Haoist and os
tensibly Trotskyist organizations, all of which, with various 
nuances, capitulate on the woman question. 

b. Student wcrk: At present we can carry out only indivi
dual scattered interventions, essentially in support of qur general 
intervention against OROs. Only in the case of extremely important' 
points concerning political implications of educational questions 
will we take a public position. At present the TLD lacks the per
sonnel to set up a student cell. Systematic work at the university 
should be accompanied by a permanent revolutionary critique of the 
entire capitalist educational system; in doing this the TLD must p~y 
special attention to the experience of the RCY/SYL. 

c. Army: In the foreseeab~e future ongoing intervention in 
the army is impossible. Where there\ are good possibilities of con
tacts with soldiers these should be utilized; however the TLD is 
not working iu the reformist soldier circles on an ongoing basis; 
we shall utilize such circles for introducing our propaganda mate
rials.ln this way the TLD will propagandize its programmatic line 
on the army and on the anti-militarist struggle. 

III. The TLD's Press Policy 

1. On the character and function of our publications: 

(., a. The German edition of Spartacist: The German-language 
Spartacist is an organ of the international Spartacist tendency. 
This means that it must contain central programmatic articles of ov, 
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tendency. Every issue will demonstrate the international character 
of our organization. In particular it will debate and attack ten
dencies which are themselves internationally organized and consti
tute barriers to the rebirth of the Fourth International (like the 
"United" Secretariat). Above and beyond this the German-language 
Spartacist must particularly demons~rate the historical continuity 
of our movement, i.e., we shall pub{lish important documents from the 
history of our tendency but withou-q turning it into a "historical 
archive." The German Spartacist is not a delicacy for afficionados 
but rather a weapon in the battle to construct German-speaking sec
tions of our tendency. 

b. Kornmunistische Korrespondenz: KK is th~ central propa
ganda organ of the TLD; it serves to presen~our entire politics, 
the positions and politics of our international tendency. The con
tent of ~ is essentially determined by the concrete tasks of our 
regroupment perspective, as we have fixed this for the immediate 
period in Germany. That means it will use the most important na
tional and international topics to polemicize against the OROs. OUI 
task is to make the analyses and positions we publish demonstrate 
our claim to being the nucleus of the future vanguard party of the 
German proletariat. The framework of our polemics with the OROs wiLl 
be determined not by the limited point of view of their positions 
but by the proletarian movement in Germany; i.e., along with analyse:,; 
and perspectives on the situation and the struggles of the working 
class and the trade-union movement, our propaganda must be determi!\(~,; 
by the central questions of the German revolution--the German prole
tariat's subjugation by the Social Democracy and revolutionary re
unification. 

Despite the great scope of these tasks KK will, due to the TI.I)· 
present "strength" (better: weakness), appearbi-monthly (with an 
extra month's break in the summer). The multiplicity of KK's tasks 
shO\'1s that great effort and care must be invested in every issue. 
Independent of the character of an article, whether it contains cen 
tral programmatic statements or is a short report on a topic of 
current interest, we intend to publish a paper whose positions wiLl 
be significant even years later. An organization derives its publh~ 
face (\'lhich establishes its continuity over a longer period of time>'; 
essentially from its publications. 

c. Special editions of KK and leaflets: As a bi-monthly, 
KK requires supplements for important TLD interventions. Such suppJ;' 
ments have, like KK itself, national importance; they reflect the 
main centers of the current politics of our organization in Germany. 
Leaflets, on the other hand, tend rather to have a local character, 
although naturally no hard and fast line can be drawn. Both leaflet 
and KK supplements are produced for special occasions. They require 
an immediate aggressive distribution, i.e., as a rule we will even 
give away the KK supplements like leaflets to a broad left public; 
only after theY-have ceased to be immediately relevant, no longer 
directly accompany our intervention, will the supplements be sold. 

It is, however, also possible to put out supplements to I<K 
around certain limited themes (such as the army, education, unempl: I 

ment) without there being a particular current occasion for them. 
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Such supplements have the character of special issues of KK. \ie em
ploy this means only in exceptional cases, since in general we strive' 
to integrate all areas of our politics into the regular editions of 
KK. 

d. Pamphlets: Publication of pamphlets has secondary impor
tance, after the above-named organs. In the Little Library of Kom
munistiche Korrespondenz we publish documents that belong to our 
propaganda in a broader sense, e.g., texts by Trotsky or Comintern 
documents. In particular we shall publish texts that are unavail
ahle or difficult to obtain; however the decisive criterion for pub
lication is the political significance of the text. It is appro
priateto preface reprints (Trotsky, CI, etc.) with our own intro
ductions. Such publications must pay their own way, since they are 
not a main priority for the politics of our organization. In addi
tion it is politically necessary to put out our tendency's compre
hensive analyses in pamphlet form, above all the series "Trotskyism 
and Stalinism in Vietnam" along with the documents of 1-1B No.8, "Cu-
ba and lvlarxist Theory." -

2. On editorial activity: Editorial work takes place under the 
control of the Political Bureau of the TLD, which appoints someone 
to be responsible as editor. But we must also make KK into a real 
organ of the TLD as a national section, i.e., to reflect our activ
ity in Cologne and North Rhine-Westphalia; this requires a greater 
integration of our West German comrades into the overall planning 
of f~ture issues of our publication~ as well as in writing articles. 
The OBL comrades should also partic~pate to a limited extent in KK, 
since KK is taking over certain funqtions for Austria. In addition 
to editrng KK the Political Bureau of the TLD also assumes responsi
bility for translations into German (e.g., for the German-language 
Spartacist). 

3. Sales and distribution: These must be greatly improved for ,. 
KK and German Spartacist. When a new issue appears, direct sales 
must be expanded immediately. Systematic sales must include left 
events, universities and technical schools, special meeting points 
such as left pubs, movies, etc. Above and beyond this we must strive 
to expand the sub base in the next period. We must attempt to pene-

.trate as broad areas as possible of the left milieu--including pos
sible utilization of commercial distributors; in particular this 
"anonymous" distribution should be used to reach localities where 
the TLD is otherwise not represented. 

IV. Organizational Tasks of the TLD 

1. Between conferences (or national plenums) of the TLD the 
Central Committee constitutes the highest body of the organization. 
Therefore its personnel must also embody the highest authority. In 
the framework of the guidelines of conferences and plenums and CC 
directives, the Political Bureau assumes responsibility for day-to~ 
day work, including responsibility for editorial authority. PB meel,
ings take place at short intervals as needed. The CC meets at least 
quarterly; it is absolutely necessary to integrate Cc members not 
functioning in the PB more fully into the leadership (in contrast b' 
the functioning of the interim central office between Easter and the' 
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1975 summer camp). The creation of an effective division of labor is 
a priority for stabilizing the organization: a Central Office is to 
be set up where the PB sits. 

a. Berlin: The TLD's greatest weakness is the absence of a 
division of labor between the PH and the local. It is necessary to 
overcome this condition by increasing the size of the local. The 
Berlin local has a small, firm core of sympathizers in addition to 
an even smaller periphery. He must strive to expand these by means 
of our own public events (despite only moderate success) perhaps by 
setting up a second sympathizers circle, also by systematic contact 
work, thereby bringing our sympathizers closer to the TLD. Such ef
forts must be made with a view to future recruitment. Berlin con
tinues to have manifold opportunities for interventions, even though 
limits are increasingly being imposed on us: the Uaoist/St~linist 
organizations make our interventions difficult by their hostility to 
Trotskyism (including the use of physical force); the Spartacusbund 
and GL,l attempt to keep their meetings free of our "disturbances" 
by bureaucratic methods. On the other hand our interventions are 
also limited by the state of development of our own organization, 
i.e., by the tasks of consolidating our cadre and of a planned 
building up of the organization. 

b. Cologne: The most important political task of the 
Cologne Organizing Committee is to firm up its leadership collective 
and to develop an effective division of labor. The political center 
of the Cologne acts work must be regional intervention against the 
Spartacusbund and GIN. In Cologne itself strong emphasis must be 
placed on our own public events and on interventions against the 
KBW. The comrades of the Cologne OC must be increasingly integrated 
into the national tasks of the TLD. 

3. Expansion: In the case of slow linear growth of the TLD 
further expansion to other cities in tiest Germany is excluded in thp 
short term. The CC of the TLD and its apparatus must be further con
solidated. In addition the TLD has to fulfill increased internation<
al obligations. A special priority here is political support and 
direction of the OBL by the TLD. 

Independent of perspectives for expansion we must devote suf
ficient attention to contacts outside the areas of the two locals: 
regular shipment of propaganda material, letters, personal conver
sations. Trips must be made to important centers of the west German 
left (e.g., Frankfurt, Hamburg) at \'lell-spaced intervals. 

4. The OBL: The situation of the OBL is characterized by the 
following-COntradiction: on the one hand it consists of comrades dc .. 
voted to our movement and confronted with political tasks whose ful·· 
fill,::ent would constitute a gain fo~ our tendency; on the other hand 
the OBL is a leaderless organizatiort. \"1ithout support by the iSt 
the OBL will hardly succeed in crea~ing an integrated leadership 
for a section of the iSt viable for the long term. This task falls 
p'rincipally to the TLD leadership; the creation of an integrated 
OBL leadership means the formation of a collective leadership and 
its integration into the iSt. To fulfill this task the TLD assumes 
direction and control of OBL activities; several cadre of the OBL 
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will be trained directly by the TrlD in Germany; others are to come 
to Germany for longer visits; the TLD must support the BBL to the 
full extent of its forces. 

J 
\ 

--passed by the Standing Com
mittee, 18 June 1975 

revisions adopted by PB, 5 
August 1975 
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ON THE QUES'l'ION OF SUPPOR'l' 
-TO THE Gml ANDTH'E LSA 

by Viktor (GBL) 

Interim Secretariat of the iSt 
'l'LD 

" ••• the LSA program outlines a 
series of reform (minimal) de
mands which in no way can provide 
a bridge to the stated ulti-
mate goal ••• " 
" ••• the LSA was the only organi
zation in the campaign "lhich 
represented an independent work
ing-class pole. For this reason 
the Trotskyist League called for 
a vote to the LSA candidate ••• " 

--Horkers Vanguard l~o. 79, 
p. '* 

Vienna 
21 October 1975 

II ••• in the GRI-t one recogni zes a 
clear spli t bet\'Teen minimal and 
maximal program. The classical 
method of reformism. 
"Therefore no vote for this new 
proof of the degeneration of the 
USec and its Austrian section, 
the GillI." 

--Bulletin of the GBL, 
September-r975, P:-ll 

The TLC calls for critical support to the candidate of a ref 00.· 
ist propaganda group presenting a reformist program. The (jBL reject-: 
critical support of a centrist propaganda group because it presents 
a reformist election program. 

In the frame\'TOrk of our regroupment efforts, He use two main 
weapons to fight against such ostensibly revolutionary organizatioll;, 
(OROs), namely: absolute ideological irreconcilability and flexibl~ 
united-front tactics, with the first being constant and the second 
variable--that is, no united-front tactics, hm-lever "flexible," at 
the expense of principles. I 

'l'he tactic of cri tical supportl in elections is an element of 
our united-front tactic. 

As opposed to the reformist mass parties r which we support 
critically based not on their program, but because of their histori-' 
cally evolved role in the "TOrkers movement (\"Then their organiza
tional independence from the bourgeoisie appears assured), ,,,e dra"l 
the noose of critical support much tighter concerning critical sup
port of OROs (considering their thinner neck) • 

The tactical principle behind critical support to mass partie~ 
is no r,lore and no less than a tactical approach to the members and 
sympathizers of these parties, \tlhich should enable us to expose tho 
leadership and split the parties horizontally. 

But when the type of person to be hanged changes, our tactical 
principles also change. In relation to small reformist and centrii 
propaganda groups the audience changes and the election program be 
comes the focal point of our critique. 
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That is why the TLC's support of the LS~'s reformist election 
program violates our tactical principles. 
True, these tactical principles do not exclude support for reformist 
propaganda groups if their program contains centrist elements worth 
supporting, that is, Hhen there are programmatic toeholds available 
for our critical support. 

But ltlhat should we do in the case of a reformist electoral pro
gram? Hhat can we "critically" support--the minimal demands or the 
maximal demands? 

The decisive criterion brought to bear by the TLC is that of 
the "independent working-class pole." 

It is not only that this criterion alone is completely inap
propriate for critical support (which is subordinate to our regroup
ment tactic). For then it is impossible, based on an application of 
the electoral p~ogram, to demonstrate to the supporters and members 
of the OROs the contradiction between their organization's revolu
tionary claims and its opportunist or reformist practice. 

Based on this evaluation, in Austria the LSAI (as 'l,1ell as the 
Gru1) would have had to support the CP, since it at least attacks 
"social partnership in the form it is presently applied" (ROTFRONT 
at the University), and is not currently trying to form a popular 
front to our knmV'ledge. The GRrl's vote "for a non-bourgeois party" 
{ibid.)is the equivalent of the TLC's vote for the "independent 
Horking-class pole." 

'l.'he common declaration on the 1975 national parliamentary elec
tions by the ne\'lly-hatched Spartacus-Vienna, and the VHA/FI'1R, * t'las 
far more cautious than the TLC, in that it t.ransforms the GRH's 
reformist program into a centrist one. 

The danger that the tactic of critical support will gradually 
change into a strategy, i.e., critical support at any price--since 
an "independent \vorking-class pole" can almost ahlays be found, 
given the present number of onOs--tends to· be ~nherent in applying 
·the TLC criterion. But this is only secondary here. 

'l'he expression "independent \'lOrking-class pole" is fluid here 
and is taken from the Pabloite vocabulary. It is absurd in relation 
to small propaganda groups. Hho is circling about this mini-pole? 
Only an ever-diminishing section of the class. 

O'ur ideological irreconcilabili ty tm'lard reformist and centrist 
OROs does not allow us to have a united front--hm'lever flexible--oll 
the basis of a reformist program. 

Unfortunately the contradiction betNeen the TLC and OBL posi
tions is expressed at the most undesirable possible moment. Roberto 
and his Austrian outlets 'ltlill set upon us overjoyed in the event thi:1 : 

\vhile "leaving their intrigues and their combinationist maneuvering 
they ever find time to read our prest. 

~ Dith Bolshevik greetings, 

Viktor 
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*The VI,IA "las a left split from the Austrian social democracy. It 
has nmv fused \vith a small group that split from the l\ustrian USec 
and declared itself the "Revolutionary IIarxist Faction" (Fr1~) ~n 
solidari ty ltd th Roberto's FUR. After a further name change 1. t 1.S 
now the ~IAB (Marxistischer Arbeiterbund; Marxist Workers League). 
[-tr. ] 

ISic? should it read "TLe"? 

J 
\ 
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BUI.LETIlJ OF '1'11E BOLSHEVIK-LENINISTS (AUSTRIA) 

September 1975 

'1'he GRIl' s Candidacy 

Ho doubt more than a fevl people, on hearing of the GRH' s an
nouncement it 'vould run candidates for the national parliamentary 
elections, were reduced to uncrnnprehending shakes of the head. It 
is clear that tile idea of running candidates did not accidentally 
spring full blm·m from the heads of the Pabloite leaders, but \vas 
dictated by the need to put the brakes on the internal ferment, 
the centrifugal tendencies wi thin the USec bloc, at least for a timt~ 
Namely by reducing or laying aside discussion of the principles of 
Trotskyism, by an unheard of blossoming of the organizational ap
paratus and, as a result, by organizationally throttling opposition· 
al voices. This policy can be carried out only at the price of red: 
lessly plundering material resources and largely suspending all 
other activities. Everyone \·,ho has been ''latching the GRII's activi
ties recently must inevitably recall the fable of the frog who 
\',anted to blm., himself up as big as an ox. Seen in this \'lay, the 
fact that the Gill! vTill probably not get the 500 signatures it needfl 
to run a candidate will save its members from their m·m madness. 
Certainly the GRU \'1ill not be more stable because of this campaign, 
Hhen this mac1ness comes to an end, the organization's internal con-' 
tradictions \'1ill break out again, even more strongly--all the more 
so since the leadership has completely disqualified itself by its 
criminal adventure. 

. . . 
The second variant of critical support [the first being SUPPO] 

to mass reformist parties-tr.] is support to small centr;i.st organi·· 
zations. A precondition for this is that these organizations prese 11 

central elements of the Trotskyist program. The Gmt election pro
gram is, as \-le shall demonstrate be 1m', , not such a program. It goe:,: 
without saying that critical support is not an end in itself, nor 
does it express our sympathies. In every instance, the tactic of 
cri tical support is a Trotskyist vleapon in the regroupment process. 
It enables us to approach tactical\y the members of hostile organi·· 
zations. Critical support consistsJof criticism and support: that 
is, by linking up ,,,i th the Trotsky~st elements of the centrist pro
gram, vIe deepen the contradiction bet"leen revolutionary claims and 
the half-heartedness of their politics. In this way \ve can set in 
motion a process of splits and fusions and vlin the best elements f('" 
the revolutionary program. 

. . . 
The GRH's Electoral Program 

"But an election is a completely different dimension. Here it. 
is not a matter of limited particular questions. In elections, 
comprehensive programs are counterposed; each party present
ing its overall conceptions." 

--GRN pamphlet: "t'lhy are Revo
lutionary ilarxists Running 
Candidates?" 
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But anyone 'lho expects, say, the Transitional Program as an 
"overall conception" from the GRH is doomed to bitter disappoint
ment. t'1hat the GRIl presents as a comprehensive program is blO com
pletely distorted, foreshortened rransitional demands, a couple of 
democratic demands and the avowal of faith in socialism and counei 
democracy [Ratedemokratie]. Not bit chance has the orthodox formu
lation "dictatorship of the proletariat" yielded to this avovlal of 
socialism and council democracy--council democracy has a much S\V('I~. 
er sound to petty-bourgeois ears than the harsh ,,,ord "dictatorshj p,' 
even of the proletariat. Like\·Jise it is hardly accidental that the 
II-page Gilll pamphlet cited above maintains an embarrassed silence 
on the fact that revolutionaries unconditionally defend the USSR 
and the deformed ,,,orkers states against every imperialist attack. 
The GRII Pabloi tes, so practiced in the formulation "He don't Han I 
socialism ~ la CSSR" [Czechloslovakia] probably are afraid (corret: 
ly) that such harsh words ,,,ould scare a"lay those petty-bourgeois 
elements \<lhose trust they have "JOn. Therefore unfashionable slogi1." . 
from the Transitional Program, such as defense of the USSR, politi 
cal revolution, expropriation of the capitalists, and workers' 
militias, tend to vanish into the drm-lers of the Gill 1 desks. DefeIl:"~ 
of the gains of the October Revolution means nothing to these fin" 
gentler,len and vlhen they emerge onto the democratic platform they ,'J 

not boggle at despicable anti-communism. 

The GRI,l's adaptation to petty-bourgeois currents is not uniq'''' 
but rather characteristic of the politics of the USec since the y; 

tory of the Pablo faction in 1953. This adaptation has assumed til, 
most variegated forms in the history of the USec. Beginning ,,,ith 
tile rediscovery of the Stalinist Cp's revolutionary forces (im
pressed by the formation of deformed "TOrkers states), [the USec It· 
taken up] self-liquidation into entrism sui generis, guerrilla-

. enthusiasm, Tito as an unconscious Trotskyist (an honor subsequellLl 
accorded Castro, Che Guevara, Ho Chi Minh, the NLF and' the Khmer 
Rouge), uncritical enthusing over bombing assassinations in Spail'l 
support of the IRA and many other petty-bourgeois nationr.tlist mov' ., 
ments in the Third t'lorld, dOvln to its present "theory" of the ne l .,' 

mass vanguard. Thus the essence of Pabloism consists in abandonin'! 
a revolutionary perspective based on the proletariat in favor of 
adaptation to petty-bourgeois currents. This adaptation, this des' 
cent to the level of economism, is the yellm'l thread running thr(·,'. 
the GRIl's electoral program. The transitional demand for a slic1in.: 
scale of \'lages is reduced to the point that it becomes acceptabl n 

for every democratic trade unionist and can be realized under c~p:
talism ,.,ithout any difficulty: "To ma};:e real \,lages secure, clau!{c .. ' 
must be included in the overall contracts providing for an auto
matic rise of 'I:lages ltd th rising prices (' sliding scale of ",ages'),'; 
The Pabloist author of these lines felt so uncomfortable as to 
place "sliding scale of wages" in quotation marks. Thus he "mere' 
forgets the close link behleen this demand and the struggle for 
vlOrkers control over ,vages. Our interest lies in carrying out tl1 i 

slogan nationwide. lmy other variant, e.g., the Gml's, \'1ould bre,' 
the political struggle up into a number of particular economic 
struggles. A proletarian price index must be counterposed to the 
deceptive price index of the bourgeoisie. To do this committees ( 
house\1ives and other control organs of the vlOrking class must be 
created. '1'his slogan is robbed of its point, 'vhich comes up agai" 
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the limits of the bourgeois state and thus directs the struggle of 
the workers to\\Tard the sei zure of pmver. 

This phenomenon is even more evident in the case of the sloga), 
for dividing up the available 'olOrk among everyone. The GRH "forgets' 
that this demand corresponds to the socialist organization of the 
economy. That to carry out this demand proletarian state power and 
a national plan are required is somehm-l overlooked by the GRH, \,lhicl~ 
after all is hoping to harvest the sympathy of petty-bourgeois 
democrats. t~rkers control will show that the state of the produc
tive forces permits shortening of the \'lorkday. This is the thrust 
of the slogan of a sliding scale of 'vages and hours. A bridge must 
be built between the present consciousness of the working class 
and the revolutionary over-ripeness of the objective situation. 

For the GRH dividing the available \-lork among all workers is 
a matter for each individual plant to negotiate with its respective 
capitalist. The GRII in its economist amateurishness overlooks the 
fact that such an application of the sliding scale of hours is 
directed against hiring the unemployed into the various plants. 
Here too, the transitional demand is robbed of its political thru:;:: 
and is transformed into a series of individual economic struggles. 
Heither the denand for expropriation of bankrupt industries under 
\'lorkers control, nor the call for public \vorks for the unemployed 
to make them capable of struggling once again, nor the demand for 
their organization by the trade untons, find their way into the 
GrJ·I's "comprehensive" program. The. GnH is silent on the subject of 
plant closures. \ 

'1'he Reformism of the GRN 

Aside from the pitiful remnants of two transitional demands-
"lhich, posed in. isolation, lose their transi tional character and 
degenerate into reformist demands--the rest of the GRI1' s electoral 
program consists of purely democratic demands, such as are raised 
even by the IIao-Stalinists. Indeed, the Ilaois:ts are even more con
sistent on the question of foreign \'I1orkers: they demand complete 
civil rights, ~:lhereas the GRI--1 has sunk to the level of demanding 
active and passive electoral ri0hts. Note that we do not say that 
the Gilll' s demands are urong, but they have a purely democratic cha l~' 
acter and are not suited to leading the struggle of the working 
class tm-lard the seizure of pmver. 

The Trotskyist program is a scientific program, that is, it 
provides anS\'lers to the demands of the objective situation and, 
unlike economist programs, does not reflect the present political 
back,.,ardness of the ,olOrking masses. The gap betHeen the objective 
revolutionary tasks and the political consciousness of the masses 
is the party's field of battle. It is precisely the Transitional 
Progran which creates a bridge over this gap by getting a hold on 
the current burning needs of the working class. 

"It is necessary to help the masses in the process of the 
daily struggle to find the bridge between present demands 
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and the socialist program of the revolution. This bridge 
should include a system of transitional demands, stemming 
from today's conditions and from today's consciousness of 
",'ide layers of the \'lOrking class and unalterably leading 
1-.0 one final conclusion: the conquest of pmver by the 
proletariat." 

--Trotsky, The Transitional 
Program 

r£he GRll' s program lacks such a bridge. The slogan of socialism ani; 
council democracy is completely separated from the remainder of 
the program--a goal for an indefinite future. tfllereas the Transi
tional Program constitutes a system of interlocking slogans which 
as a 'uhole culminate in the conquest of political pot-ler by the pre) 
letariat--the creation of a "lOrkers government--in the case of the 
GRr.I's electoral program one discerns a clear split into minimum at!" 
maximum program. The classical method of reformism. Therefore no 
votes for this neVI proof of the degeneration of the USee and its 
Austrian section, the Gill'l. Cast invalid ballots in the 1975 parlin 
mentary elections! 

... 

I 
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by Thompson (TLC) 

Toronto 
27 November 1975 

IS 
i-lew York 

Dear Cdes.: 

'L'lle Pd passed a motion that ~ write you regarding the 'OBL 
letter on critical support (cs). ~hile it is clear that there are 
differences bebleen the TLC' sand ()BL' s recent positions on cs, it 
does not seem that the OBL is calling for an international factioH 
fight, but rather for further clarification and an elaboration of 
criteria on this question, probably as part of an IDB. This is the 
proper ''lay to handle this discussion. 

(1) The cs tactic, while it is part of the general united-frr)u' 
(uf) tactic, has a specific character. The uf-for-action tactic 
can be used up till the insurrection, while the cs tactic should I,(! 

be us~u except in situations where the revolutionaries do not hav~ 
a mass base. Hhile as a :r:evolutionary propaganda group we would (1: 

ceive ourselves if \-ve believed that ''Ie could force the mass refon·" 
ist parties into Leninist uf's with us, we can give them cs \'lhene'}',; 
we choose. On the other hand, for a mass revolutionary party to u:'" 
the cs tactic would be liquidationism. 

(2) Hhile it would be an illusion to believe that we, as a 
small propaganda group, will be able to split mass reformist part i !:'! 

in a usual situation, via the cs tactic, still it can be useful tn 
give cs to mass reformist parties, in an exemplary manner, in orc1' 
to split the small OROs--our main target as part of our regroupmc:l i. 
orientation. Also, it can be useful to give cs to the OROs them
selves, in order to win away members from their ranks, or facili t,>: 
a split. 

(3) While the tactic of cs would be dropped if we were a mas" 
party, the criteria for cs should not change, in general, if we b'· 
came a much larger propaganda group, or a genuine stable party nu 
cleus. Thus, the cs tactic was developed by the Cl for the si tuat L::' 
in which the CPs outside of Russia, qualitatively larger than out' 
tendency today, \-"ere not really mass parties, and needed to win t; 
base away from the social democrats in order to become mass partj ,', . 
The methodology we use in giving cs does not differ from the meV';· . 
ology developed then, whether it is cs to a mass party or to a SIl!, 

ORO. To a degree, l,.,e use the cs tactic today in an exemplary way f 
i.e., we domonstrate to other OROs how to use it, prefiguring a 
time when we \-lill have enough political leverage to make some wo t . 

ers sit up and take notice of our cs. One could say we are n rehe;:l' 
ing" for the real thing; if the rehearsal is wrong, it is likely 
real thing will go wrong. 

(4) \'1hile we are not obliged to give cs to mass reformist pd 
ties even when they run independently of bourgeois parties, we 
should take into account what would be the result if a reformist 
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party is not elected or re-elected. In a usual situation, under bc'" 
geois-parliamentary conditions, to feel that we have to give cs to 
reformist parties slides off into a strategic uf conception. But ill 
a very sharp situation (e.g., when there is a serious fascist, or 
anti-democratic rightist, threat) to take the responsibility of 
bringing dmvn a reformist government "lOuld be a stupid act of be
trayal, Stalinist third-period type (e.g., the "red referendum"). 
That is why, for example, that while the TLC is not calling for tIl 
re-election of the B.C. NOP government, it is completely correct! 
the SLANZ to call for defense of the last labor government, altholl. 
this government did not behave any differently in power than the 
B.C. HOP. 

(5) The way that Bolsheviks who are still a propaganda group 
carry out uf tactics (except for the cs tactic) toward the OROs is 
the same as when the Bolsheviks are a mass party. A very common 
revisionist argument of small propaganda groups which seek to avai\! 
Leninist uf's with the Bolsheviks, or even with other left tenden
cies, is by claiming that there is no place for principled uf's wj 
small left groups, or even rejecting altogether the possibility f'· 
any uf's (e.g., Healy). 

(6) The uf cannot be built on a program, neither a reformist 
nor a revolutionary one, but around minimum and/or transitional c( 
crete demands. Otherwise, it is not a Leninist uf but liquidation 
into the ufo A "uf" on a minimum program, which it is possible to 
arrange, represents liquidation into reformism. On the other hand. 
a "uf" on the maximum program is not possible to arrange; the ref(' 1 

ists would never liquidate themselves into the maximum program ;:1" 

such a "uf" conception is no more than the "uf-from-below" concer" 
tion of 3rd-period Stalinism, a conception which cannot be concre· 
tized as conceived. 

(7) The 'OBL believes that tht TLC has a right deviation from 
the iSt political line. Furthermo~e, it seems to the OBL that it: 
knows the roots of the sickness, namely, Pabloist pressure--which 
is revealed in the use of the obscure "Pabloist" expression, "in
dependent \vorking-class pole," as a basis fo;r cs in an election. 1,. 
should be sufficient to show the OBL that by chain-reaction logic 
there is not any way it would have been able, in the French elec
tions, to give cs to Lutte Ouvriere, which had an even more righL' 
ist program in those elections than did the Glli1 in the Austrian 
elections. 

(8) As a matter of fact, the OBL has a deviation from the 
SL/U.S. line in the French elections. To note that the SL/U.S. u;;· 

in these elections, the obscure expression, "working-class pole," 
proves that the Pabloist-pressure theory is a house of cards. FUl. 
thermore, it seems that the ~BL reflects some naivete to believe 
that revisionists generally do not use Harxist terms. Political 1 i , 

would be much easier if this were the case; however, the revision
ists prefer to use Harxist definitions and change their meanings-
usually by enlarging the meaning to fit their adaptation to the 
class enemy, without breaking openly with the language of Marxist 
tradition. 
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(9) But we should go further and try to explain the roots of 
the OBL's theoretical mistake. It seems that there are two key 
points to the OBL theory: (A) That vlhile cs to mass reformist par-
ties is given regardless of the reformists' program, we can give ( 
to small centrist organizations only if they hold a (qualitativelj 
better program than the mass reformist parties and since the Gru1 
holds a reformist program and not a revolutionary one, to give tIl(, 
cs would amount to a uf on a reformist program; (B) That tactics 
and principles are the same. This finds expression not only in the 
term "tactical principles," but by the fact that the UBL believes 
that our enemies can use to their advantage the difference betwee1i 

the OBL and TLC in applying the cs tactic differently in two diffc t 

ent countries. 

(10) In responding to point (A): Some of the arguments again~' 
this are taken up above, in paragraphs 1-6. In addition: to expect 
of a centrist organization to hold a qualitatively better program 
than a reformist organization is to spread illusions about the pol, 
tical nature of centrism. Only the Bolsheviks can have such a pro
gram. And if we shall have to wait for the happy day that centris I. 
organizations will come out \'li th a program very similar to ours, ~'" 
will wait to the end of our days. Furthermore, in such case the t,· 
tic should not be critical support but a proposal for fusion nego' 
tiations! There is a tendency in the GBL logic to arrive at a pos"
tion \vhere the only group it will be able to critically support ~(.! 
be the TLC. 

This sharp differentiation between the way we should use the 
cs tactic toward centrist and reformist mass parties can be turll r

'" 

into its opposite, namely, adaptation to the mass reformist parti 
in other situations, i.e., since we give the reformists cs regard 
less of their program, no matter what they are doing as long as l' 
run independently from the bourgeois parties, we should give thenl 
cs. But although we do not expect the reformists to change their 
program, we do take into account the way they carry out their pro 
gram, i.e., even if the reformists run a government or electoral 
campaign independently of the bourgeoisie, "'Ie may not give them c 
e. g., if there is a reactionary \var going on, if they have smashc 
a strike wave, etc. 

A uf should never be built on program, contrary to the sugg' 
tion of the OBL. Neither on a reformist nor a revolutionary proq' " 
but on concrete demands!--which may be minimum or transitional ill 
character. To build a uf on program is to liquidate the revolutj1 
ary party into the ufo And while it is possible technically for 
communists to liquidate themselves into a reformist program (i.e. 
cease to be communists), the reformists would never "liquidate" 
themselves into the revolutionary program, to enter a "uf" on th! 
revolutionary program. Again, to try to build a uf on the revol ll ! 

ary program is the methodology of the famous uf from below of tIl' 
third-period Stalin tern. 

(11) In response to (B): To believe that tactics and princir" 
are on the same level is wrong politically and organizationally. 
means either that one lacks tacti~ts (i.e., you are an abstract 
propagandist), or one lacks princrPles (i.e., you are an opportm' 
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ist). Tactics are subordinated to principles, they serve principle:
Several different tactics can serve the same principles. In order t 
prove that tactic "A" is wrong it should be proven not that it is 
different from tactic "B" but that it contradicts a Harxist prin
ciple. Of course some tactics are smarter in certain circumstances 
than others, but this aspect of "right" and "wrong" should be dis
tinguished from questions of breaking or keeping principles. Fur
thermore, there are right and wrong tactics per situation, but just 
because you have found the right tactic for one situation does not 
mean that this tactic will apply in another time and place.which, 
on the face of it, presents a similar situation. The fact that the 
OBL and TLC made differing applications of the cs tactic in differ
ent countries and different situations does not automatically mean 
that either group has been incorrect. I do feel, however, that wit::l, 
holding cs from the GRI~ was incorrect, reflecting a certain sectaJ> 
ianism. This is borne out by the arguments of the OBL in their 
letter. 

Organizationally, this mechan~cal view of tactics (i.e., uniL 
application of tactics internation,lly) conceivably could lead to 
the view that it is not the sectio¥s of one international party w)(' 
are responsible for implementing dl.fferent tactics according to tlJ' 
specific situation (taking into account the relationship between 
the classes, and bebleen the class and the vanguard party), but tb
central working leadership body of the international tendency, i.e 
the interim International Secretariat. ~~hile of course the. IS is 
responsible for intervening if it believes a section is proceedin'..: 
incorrectly, tactically or otherwise, the main working responsibil.· 
for developing/carrying out tactics lies with the separate section: 

Our tendency is opposed to the federalist conception of the In
ternational and is against exceptionalist arguments, such as those 
used by Cannon in the struggle against Pablo in '53-'54.· Then, all 
the tactics of Pablo were in contradiction to the independence of 
the vanguard party and the fight had to be carried on this ground. 

But from here we should not go to the other side of not deve.l 
oping sections which are responsible for carrying out specific tas
tics according to their situation, as long as such tactics serve ti 
common political principles of our movement. 

All Toronto CCers have read this before mailing and are in g"". 
eral agreement with it, with some agnosticism on the specific que<: 
tion of critical support to the Gru~. 

Comradely, 

Thompson 

cc: TL files, Vancouver, Bay Area 
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The development of limited support for the politics of the 
Spartacist League at Plesseys Headoubank plant requires us to de
fine care fully the '''lorking relationship bet'''leen the Spartacist 
League and its collaborators in the plant. 

In its relationship to a Leninist propaganda group a minute 
initial industrial caucus in a single plant need not be a model for 
the relationship between a larger caucus and the nucleus of the 
vanguard party. However, we do wish to establish relationship both 
suitable to our present circumstances and conducive to the later 
transformation of the caucus into a real revolutionary alterna
tive to the bureaucrats who divide and rule the unions in the metal 
industry. 

The experience of our tendency in the organisation of trade
union work is mostly in the context of the extremely anti-communist 
union movement of the United States of America '-There there can be 
no question of explicit links between a caucus and the Spartacist 
League. In Australia, conditions are different in that there is no 
proscription of communists in the trade-union movement, and the 
norm is for ostensibly communist groupings to Hork openly, usually 
through a "branch" of the party in an industry, with its own publi
cations. This approach opens the alternative roads of dividing off 
the members of the party in an industry from its potential sympa
thisers there, or more usually, of attempting to recruit relative
ly raw elements directly to the party. The Spartacist League's 
approach to this problem is to establish not industrial branches of 
the party, but caucuses, transitional organisations in the industry. 

Only the most extraordinary "lOrker coming in contact ""i th our 
cadres in industry could be expected to be capable of recruit
ment directly to the Spartacist League, and in future, even more so 
than in America because of the much larger layer of elemental class
consciousness in Australia, ,,,e '''ill "Tin older ,,,orkers "'ho can con
tribute much but who have deeply established personal lives incom
patible with recruitment to an organisation of professional revolu
.tionists. A caucus is thus not only a fighting arm of the party 
against the misleadership of the cIa,s, with a special part in the 
division of revolutionary labours, bl/lt also a vehicle through "lhich 

. the vanguard trains its sympathisers\as revolutionary politicians 
and makes recruits to the party nucleus, and through \-'hich militant" 
incapable of membership in the party can play an honourable, valued 
and disciplined part in the revolutionary movement under the leader'
ship of the SL. 

It is the view of the PB of the SLANZ that the purposes of a 
transi tiona 1 organisation can be best facilitated in Australian con" 
di tions by an explicit and openly declared relationship bet\',een the 
caucus and the party, and by some consequential variations from the 
actual relationship bet\veen the caucus and the party \"hich prevail 
in the US. Specifically our caucuses must be organisationally inde
pendent from, but openly politically subordinate to the SL. This 
,-Till make it possible for the SL not to organise its members in the 
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caucus as a fraction, not to act as a disciplined force against non
party members. And non-party members of the caucus can playa much 
fuller part in the internal life of the common movement, giving them 
far better training. In at least its formal aspects the relationship 
\-lould closely approximate that bebleen the SLUS and the Spartacus 
Youth League. J 

At Plesseys we already have suppbrters not ready for membership 
in the SL who are nevertheless at different levels willing to fight 
for the program of the SL, particularly as applied to the metal 
trades unions. These comrades will shortly be ready for organisation 
as the small nucleus of a caucus attached to the SL on the manner 
outlined. 

The PB has drafted the following organisational guidelines to 
be discussed in the organisation nationally and internationally, and 
in the existing Plesseys group. Guidelines such as these should come 
into operation by agreement between the Local and the Plesseys group. 

1. PRINCIPLES OF THE SPARTACIST SUPPORTERS PLESSEYS GROUP 

The SSPG seeks to build a revolutionary socialist alternative 
to the present leadership of the metal trades unions, to work as a 
disciplined part of the revolutionary movement as a whole in poli
tical solidarity \l1i th the Spartacist League, and to fight for the 
formation of a revolutionary vanguard party of the working class to 
lead the struggle for a communist revolution. 

2. PROGRAl1 OF THE SSPG 

The program of the SSPG is the program of the Spartacist Leaguer 
particularly as applied to the situation of the metal trades unions. 

3. MEMBERSHIP 

The SSPG is open to workers at Plesseys who agree with the prin
ciples of the SSPG and accept its program and discipline. Applica
tions for membership must be submitted to the SSPG. Contacts may be 
invited to meetings for a period before joining -the SSPG. There may 
be a period of candidacy in which the member has voice but only con
sultative vote. All SSPG members must carry out in a disciplined way 
all decisions and actions decided on by the SSPG. 

4. POLITICAL SUBORDINATION 

The SSPG is an industrial section of the SL. Politically sub
ordinate to the SL and part of a common movement with the SL, the 
SSPG remains independent organisationally, electing its own leader
ship and making its own decisions within the framework of political 
subordination to the SL. The organisations of the common movement 
each discuss disputed questions, and, being bound by the discipline 
of the common movement, carry out all decisions arrived at. There
fore, given these conditions within the SSPG the SL members in the 
SSPG will not function as a fraction separate from other SSPG mem
bers; all members of the SSPG including members of the SL have the 
right to express their own political views within the SSPG and par-
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ticipate in its decisions. 

The SSPG is associated "<lith the SL at the level of the Sydney 
Local Committee, \'lhich is the body through which the SSPG is poli
tically subordinate to the SL. In the case of unresolved political 
disagreement the SSPG is obliged, insofar as its public political 
activity is concerned, to subordinate itself to the party. 

The SSPG shall have a representative with full (voting and 
speaking) rights to the Sydney Local Committee, who shall also have 
full rights on the Local Executive. The Sydney Local will have a 
representative with full rights to the SSPG. The representatives are 
bound to carry out the instructions of the body they represent. 

The SSPG will set up its own books of account. SL members shall 
pay dues at the same rate as other members of the SSPG, and shall 
pay SL dues reduced by the amount of the SSPG dues. 

It should be noted that a caucus that was organised on a na
tional basis would be politically subordinate at the national level. 
Disputes between the caucus and the party at the local level could 
not be resolved by resolution in the Local Commi ttee but "-lQuld be 
referred to the national executive of the caucus as first arbiter. 
If they remained unresolved they woul~ be referred to the SL Central 
Committee and finally the SL national bonference. In the case of 
such a national caucus, representative1s would be exchanged at every 
level, and would be bound by instructions of the body they repre
sented except that the caucus representative to the SL national ,con
ference and the central committee "'/QuId not be bound by instructions. 

--general line approved by the 
PB for discussion, 18 May 1975 
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ON 'rRADE UNION FUSIONS 

by Lafitte (LTF) 

Introduction 

This document is not a perfectly worked out text on the problem 
of trade union fusions. It has only one goal: starting from the de
bate which took place at the European Summer Camp, to outline the 
general framework which will enable us to be the only political 
group in France to have a correct position on this subject (as on 
every other subject). 

1. The Objective Bases for the Slogan of Trade Union Fusion and 
TrOtskyists' Principled Tactics! 

a. For several decades, there have been several trade union 
organizations in France. In "calm" periods, the trade unions regroup 
the most advanced section of the French working class on a political 
basis: the CGT regroups workers close to the Stalinists and the 
CFDT those close to the Social Democrats. In general, FO regroups 
those workers close to the Social Democrats mainly characterized by 
their anti-communism. However, although the workers become accus
tomed to and forget the split in the trade union movement during 
these periods of ebb in the mass movement, in periods of rising 
struggles the slogan of trade union unity invariably takes on new 
life! 

'rile reason for this is simple. Almost nine-tenths of the French 
proletariat is outside the unions. The mobilization of these masses 
of unorganized workers, completely alien to the splits between so
cialDemocrats and Stalinists, always brings up the need for a united 
fight and therefore the workers' need for a single trade union organ·
ization. Up against a bourgeoisie that working masses who have ,re
cently entered the struggle experience as being united behind its 
state, they feel the need to have a single union. 

b. Our whole task consists of using this pressure of the 
masses to make the advanced workers and the masses of workers under-~ 
stand that the existing splits in the union movement are only the 
reflection, or rather the result of their treacherous leaderships' 
policy of dividing the workers' ranks. For us, therefore, the prob
lem consists of turning the mass pressure for unity against the 
treacherous leaders, of sharpening the contradiction which exists 
between the base and the leadership. How? 

2. No Principled or Programmatic Condition for Fusion! 

a. A Fundamental Distinction: I 
Our basic position concerning a1l questions of the fusion of 

mass organizations, from unions up to Soviets, is the following: 
"The future of the revolution does not depend on the fusion of trad(~ 
union apparatuses, but on regrouping the working class around revo
lutionary slogans and forms of struggle" (Trotsky). 

If, as we have said in point (1), \'1e think that the masses al-
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ways nave an instinctive drive toward unity proper to them, we know 
that consciously seeking unity on a revolutionary basis is specific 
to the Trotskyist party. That is why it is criminal to pose the 
unity of the reformist-dominated trade union movement as a precondi
tion for defending the fundamental interests of the working class. 

However, such a fundamentally correct position only poses, it 
does not solve, the tactical problem, which is: how do we bring 
about "regrouping the working class on revolutionary slogans and 
forms of struggle"? 

For the Party, realizing this task first and foremost implies 
the need for its own construction. To ~ild the Party and to keep 
its full and complete independence on ~e basis of a specific pro
qram, the Party must not hesitate to s~ni t with the reformists and 
centrists. 

"But precisely, such a solution of the question with regard 
to the party not only admits but, as a general rule, renders 
indispensable a quite different attitude with regard to the 
question of the unity of other mass organizations of the work
ing class: trade unions, cooperatives, soviets" (Trotsky). 

This basic distinction established by Trotsky is based on the 
following conception: the more a working class organization contains 
broad masses, the more our work to sharpen the opposition between 
the base and the leadership is objectively favored. Evidence a con
trario is given by the reformists themselves, who have always taken 
the initiative of splits in the trade union movement, whereas even 
after the October Revolution the Bolsheviks put up with staying in 
common unions still led by the Nensheviks. 

b. The Transitional Program and the Fusion Slogan: 

The slogan of trade union fusion is not in the Transitional 
Program. t'le have no desire to add it because it would be out of 
place! Indeed, tactics, even principled ones, should not be contain
ed in the program valid for all sections of the world party of revo
lution. 

Only the principles on which these tactics may be based are 
contained in the program. Thus the principles on which the slogan of 
trade union fusion is based are contained in the Transitional Pro
gram: "They (we) take active part in mass trade unions for the pur
pose of strengthening them and raising their spirit of militancy" 
and, in speaking of the "sectarians," "At their base lies a refusal 
to struggle for partial and transitional demands, i.e., for the ele
mentary interests and needs of the working masses as they are today." 

c. ~ Programmatic Preconditions! 

The slogan of trade union fusion has a place in an LTF action 
program for France, but in no case can we make this program a condi
tion for trade union fusion. The slogan for fusion proceeds from the 
same method as that which consists in proposing factory committees 
or soviets: " ••• a historical perspective, even the most correct one, 
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cannot replace the living experience of the masses" (Trotsky). In 
other words, our program should always tend toward setting the base 
against the top and our tactics should be to lead the masses to our 
program on the basis of a common experience. That is why our pro
gram can in no case be a precondition for fusion. 

The only thing that He pose as a condition for voting for fus
ion is the right to defend our entire program at the reunification 
congress and in the reunited organization! 

Conclusion 

He do not fetishize trade union unity, we do not make the 
struggle for the defense of the interests of the working class de
pend on achieving unity: " ••• it is not a question for us of a pan
acea, but of a lesson in specific and important things that must be 
taught to the workers \'lho have forgotten or who do not know the past" 
(Trotsky). It is obvious that at the present time a trade union fu
sion could--like the CGT-CGTU fusion, and given the policies of the 
Stalinists--result only in a right turn \'lhich could itself culminate 
only in an even more totalitarian internal regime. Faced with such 
a situation, we absolutely should fight on our whole program by cen
trally advancing the demand to break with the bourgeoisie and posing 
trade union democracy as a condition for our pro-fusion vote. That 
is, an unacceptable condition for the trade union leaderships. In 
any case, the union bureaucracies' participation in the popular Front 
excludes programmatic demands such as "defense of the USSR" as a 
precondition for fusion. Quite simply because we do not make program
matic demands on working class leaderships in a bloc with the bour
geoisie! 

The only programmatic precondition that partisans of such a 
position might raise is the demand to break with the bourgeoisie. 
But breaking with the bourgeoisie cannot be a precondition for trade 
union fusion. For our struggle for trade union fusion has nothing to 
do with the tactic of critical support,/it is an open battle against 
the bureaucratic leaderships! He cannot really refuse to fight 
against the reformists on the pretext tftat they are in a popular 
Front! 

That is \,lhy a Trotskyist trade union opposition can only be an 
opposition which aims at being inter-union, fighting for trade union 
fusion on the basis of trade union and workers' democracy. 

That is why, if it is criminal to put off defending the inter
ests of the class until unity is realized, it would be idiotic to 
support reformist splits on the pretext that the reformists have a 
majority. Of course the reformists will be in a majority, to fight 
for fusion so as to make the masses understand that it is the 
reformists that have to be thrown out. 

The only principled position, which we should adopt on the sub
ject of trade union fusions, is to lead advanced workers and the 
masses to our revolutionary conclusions starting from ~ common 
experience. 

Our fight for trade union fusion is therefore inseparable from 
our organization's possibilities for expressing itself and hence 
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from the fight for workers' and trade union democracy as a precon
dition! 

Finally, our current size, insignificant in relation to the 
class struggle front, minimizes the practical and immediate impor
tance of this fight, but does not make it any the less necessary if 
we think that our program is already a program--the only one--to 
defend the general interests of the working class! 

Our slogan can only be: 

For trade union fusion based on working class and trade union democ
racy; Convening by a parity commission of a fusion congress in 
which all union organizations in the country can participate! 

--13 October 1975 
Paris 

I 
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[On 11 November 1975, after a heated debate, the LTF adopted blO mo
tions concerning a proposed intervention by supporters in a trade 
union (one of. ''lhich "las not disputed, thus is not recorded here) 
and defeated a third. Discussion bebleen members of the IS and the 
Trade Union conunission of the SL/u.s. led to a consensus that the 
motion concerning Cazenave' s candidacy was flal-led. For that reason, 
and in light of the sharp division in the LTF, an alternate motion 
was proposed by Comrade Sharpe, Hhich ,"as adopted by the LTF execu
tive in time to alter the thrust of the intervention. 

--John Sharpe] 

Motion (Robert): 
That Cazenave not run for delegate. That he give as explana
tion for not running: 
1. I have sharp political disagreements with the CFDT program. 
2. I cannot accept a nomination to run on a program I do not 

accept. 
3. I will fight on the general ,council for full freedom of 

factional democracy and full freedom of criticism, both in 
and out of the union, so th,t union dissidents will be able 
to run for delegate on their 0l-111 program. Motion carried 

. (VOTE: For: 5, Against: 4) 

[Counterposed] Motion (Lafitte): 
1. l1e don't run anybody for delegate. Ne strongly advise our 

sympathizers not to run. (VOTE: For: 3, Against: 6) 
2. This being determined only on the basis of our size and our 

tasks, the comrades concerned '''ill give the follol'Ting ex
planation: "I could only run to fight the CFDT line, but 
since I can't do it, for individual and political reasons 
I ,",on't run." (VOTE: For: 4, Against: 5) 

I"iotionrfailed 

[IS Substitute] l'<lotion (12 November 1975): 
Given the differences '''ithin the LTF and among the IEC members 
involved in the discussion, there is an obvious need to con
tinue discussing the criteria by l'lhich it. is possible to run 
for delegue tiu personnel in the French situation. 

Due to the need for an inunediate public statement, the IS 
recommends to the LTF exec that it have comrade Cazenave not 
run for delegue, offering the follm"ing grounds to the union 
meeting: 
1. That his disagreements ''lith the line of the CPDT have al

ready led him to resign from the Bureau [exec] so as not to 
continue to be a front man for the CFDT bureaucracy 

2. Because at the present time there is no real avenue to ex
press these differences, to accept a position on the CFDT 
slate "lould mean continuing simply to front for the CFDT 
bureaucrats 

3. That he "Till continue to raise his programmatic differences 
on the Union Council and to fight for the need for the 
right to factions and for freedom of criticism in the unioll 

Motion carried 
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1. Meeting of the "Sector" which decided on the list to be present
ed for approval by the Council. 

It should be remembered that this meeting brings together rank 
and file militants in one center (or Agency) and sends a mandated 
representative to the Council. In fact only the most conscious 
unionists are present. 

The explanations for not running me in the elections did not 
encounter strong protests, except for two insinuations which may be 
developed later at the Councilor perhaps the Congress: 

a) Since you say that you don't have the means to defend your 
program, would you not run on the second round? 

b) If everyone did what you are doing, that would mean the de
struction of the union when faced with attacks by bosses, scabs and 
fascists. 

These arguments (quickly dealt with) were not taken up by 
others. On the other hand one unionist said he agreed with my posi
tion and, attacking the bureaucratic leaderships, said that he would 
not run in the elections. 

This intervention led to the only real debate of the meeting: 
the question of program. 

- The unions and the Union of the Left, the role of the popu
lar front 

- Transitional demands and the question of power 

A lively debate! After this meeting, it appears of some inter
est to have informal discussions in depth with two of the people 
present. 

~. Council Heeting to discuss the candidacies and make the choices. 

There too my statements did not bake waves or provoke violent 
attacks. Two reasons for that: \ 

- 'fhe fact that I am isolated (3 of the 5 sympathizers are run-· 
ning, the other two are not, but they didn't have a position be
fore). The bureaucrats think that the well-known "faction" is final
ly desolidarizing. 

- The fact that at the same meeting there was a debate concern
ing a right Social Democrat who, running for election, subordinated 
continuing his mandate to a change in the current line of the sec
tion at the next Congress (a more or less PSU line). Run by the 
PSU, the Council decided against his candidacy. In these circum
stances, my intervention appeared more honest and consistent (in 
fact perhaps not fully understood either). 
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on the one hand because they 
(although new to politics), 
have any responsibilities 

The three others ran due to a fear of being discredited in 
their workplace (don't forget that they spent weeks recruiting po
tential candidates given the lack of them) and certainly due to the 
lack of understanding of the position given its newness. 

The result is that they did not firmly put forth their program 
to their fellow workers, that is, we cannot consider their presen
tation to be principled, and we disapprove of it. 

--Cazenave 
1 December 1975 (Paris) 
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DECLARATION OF NEHBERSHIP TO THE 1ST 

by the [Nucleo Spartacista d'Italia] 

The undersigned, following a period of \'lorking together in the 
GCR, Italian section of the USee, decided to join the TMR. 

This act \'las based on i~pressionism, both because of the tre
mendous lack of education in international "lork to ,-,hich they ,,,ere 
accustomed in the GCR, and because of the TMR's lack of a clear 
programmatic basis. In fact the Tl-lR ,..,as constituted in the fall of 
1973 on a rather empirical and heterogeneous basis. It had not 
drawn up a balance sheet of the politics of the Fourth International, 
and \vas not homogeneous on the question of the crisis in Italy. At 
the national conference of 1-4 November 1973, the TIIR declared 
itself in substantial agreement \"i th the IEC minority's criticisms 
of the draft resolution on Latin l'.merica, voted at the Ninth Con
gress. The agreement with GIM/KO[WASS (Frankfurt document, 18 Nov
ember 1973) "laS arrived at on a completely empirical basis: even 
recently Comrade R. declared that he had not read the Kompass analy
si. concerning the nature of the social democratic parties. The 
same thing was true concerning the relations "lith the French com
rades Contre Ie Courant and of Tendency 4. 

At the Tenth Horld Congress, the f.1ezhrayonka Tendency demon
strated its unprincipled nature, corning together and then dissolv
ing itself on the sole basis of unity within the USec and in defense 
of democracy. Once the Tenth Dorld Cong~ess was over, and with some 
nm comrades having already been expellbd by the GCR, Comrade R. 
understood the impossibility of continu\ing a struggle,·,i thin the 
GCR, because of the noticeable loss in membership (gone to the FLT), 
and he understood the impossibility of participating in the congress 
.of the national section. R. pressed for a rapid expulsion from the 
GCR to veil the political bankruptcy of the FUR. 'fhe occasion was 
sought in the external distribution of the document "Le origini 
storiche del centrismo sui generis" and in having V. (already ex
pelled from the GCR) sign the document. Following the expulsion, at 
the meeting held in Turin on 21-22 February 1975, the comrades from 
the Venice region verified the complete lack of any connection or 
international orientation on the part of the niR. ~riority in rela
tions was given to: 

1) The Spartacusbund, Hithout knm·ling anything about it. 
2) GIf1/KOIlPASS, "lhi Ie knmving that they ",ere opposed to the 

project of a public faction. 
3) The French comrades of Tendency 4 ('vho Here in a rotten 

bloc uith the French FLT) , even though there Here substan
tial differences on the nature of social democracy. 

At this stage our knowledge of the positions of the SL was 
limited to the Spartacist, French edition (ilLes Visages du Pab
lisne"). The subsequent exchange of correspondence with comrade 
Sharpe, begun ,·,hen the crisis in the Frm became openly apparent 
(resignation of corllrade M. from the secretariat, dated 4 April 1975), 

(.,. brought us a fuller kno\,lledge of the iSt. 

The examination of the documents sent by the SL confirmed the 
correctness of our conclusions on the USec, which Comrade R. tended 
to consider as the Trotskyist arena with \'lhich to maintain privi-
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leged relations, \'lith the perspective of reintegration, in spite of 
the deviations and the centrist vacillations, opportunism, etc., 
",hile for us it \'laS to be considered a centrist formation. 

The differences which emerged on various occasions inside the 
mlR, as a result of our pointing them out, became more acute, lead
ing to the dissolution of the FI1R on 10-11 Ilay 1975. 

The 1 June meeting in Belluno reconfirmed the most complete 
empiricism in the orientation of the Turin GRP, while it laid the 
basis for a meeting \'lith the comrades of the GEL. 

The meeting in i.iilan and Genoa, in ",hich Comrade Sharpe parti
cipated, and the subsequent meetings in Delluno and r~stre between 
us and Comrade Sharpe, brought us to the decision of requesting 
formal membership to the iSt on the basis of the examination of the 
basic documents (Genesis of Pabloism, Declaration for the Organizing 
of an International Trotskyist Tendency, Towards the Rebirth of the 
Fourth International, Report of the London Conference of the Inter
national Committee, Declaration of Principles of the Spartacist 
League), and the acceptance of the principles contained therein. 

t~ agree particularly with tile following points which have 
emerged from the basic documents and from discussions "lith the com
rades of the iSt: 

I} The concept of the popular front (in recent political ex
perience, Chile; in the current situati.on, France, Italy, 
Portugal). 

2) The necessity of the rebirth of the Fourth International, 
destroyed in the 1950's by the Pabloists. Only the iSt has 
worked to define the programmatic basis for its reorganiza
tion. 

3) The concept of the united front as a tactic and not a 
strategy. 

4} The nature of social democracy. 
5} 'l'11e concept of the dual nature of the USSR and the deformed 

Horkers states. 
6} The acceptance of ~le methodology and the essential conclu

sions of the IITransitional Programll and its present-day 
relevance. 

7} The struggle in the trade unions \'lhich emerges from the 
Transitional Program. 

--[Nucleo Spartacista d'Italia] 
9 July 1975 

[TMR: Revolutionary Marxist Tendency. Italian IIThird Tendencyll led 
by Roberto. Forerunner of PIlR (Revol~tionary r·larxist Faction), nm-, 
a separate public organization linked with the Spartacusbund. The 
GRP (Group Permanent Revolution) \va's led by a co-thinker of 
Roberto (an expelled leader of the Italian USec). It split with the 
FMR \·,ithout political differences. The GBL (Bolshevik-Leninist 
Group) represents a fusion between ex-OCIers and comrades leaving 
Bordigism tOHard Trotskyism. The GBL has declared a desire to fuse 
with the iSt/Spartacist Nucleus and, although we are sceptical, we 
are discussing with them. --Sharpe, 20 April 1976] 
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TF8 CI,":GINS OF THE SPARTACIST NUCLEUS OF l'l'Ai,Y 

The Spartacist lJucleus of Italy was officially constituted in 
July 1975 at the European summer camp of the international Sparta
cist tendency. The comrades ,."ho formed the group came from the 
Frazione Barxista Ri voluzionaria (FIlR-Revolutionary IIarxist Faction), 
which officially dissolved itself at the Turin meeting of 10-11 
aay 1975. Prior to that, the FIIn \'las an integral part of the pro
jected International Third Tendency within the "United Secretariat 
of the Fourth International" (USec). tlithin the Gruppi Comunisti 
Rivoluzionari (GCR--Revolutionary Communist Group), Italian section 
of the USec, the FMn tried to develop a role as the political lead
ership to oppositions against the centrist oscillations of the 
Livio Haitan leadership. In reality, ute FUR completely failed to 
accomplish this task because it was urlable to recognize that the 
battle against the majority should ha~e been one of principles and 
of program. The THR*long continued shamelessly to tail after the 
LTF (the international minority faction affiliated \'lith the American 
SWP and the Argentine PST), discovering only later that a substan
tial number of comrades from Naples and Turin deserted the FHR for 
the LTF which, along with the St-lP, called on Federal troops to 
protect the rights of Blacks in Boston and betrayed the Transition
al Program and the interests of the ,.,orking class. This was not 
the only example of a "ske,,,ed tactic": even in the leadership of 
the Rome local the THR comrades collaborated "lith the "Linea di 
Condotta" tendency on a purely anti-majority basis. 

At the present time '''e must stress the link bebTeen the depth 
of the degeneration of Trotskyism in Italy and of the USec interna
tionally and the necessity to proceed to",ard the rebirth of the 
Fourth International. The Italian section of the USec ,.,as organiza
tionally destroyed by the 1969 crisis, while the Haoist groups grew 
at the same time (Avanguardia Operaia, Servire il Populo, Avanguar
dia Comunista, etc.). Even today, the Ilaitan leadership (,.,hich pro
duces an uninterrupted flm., of ,.,orthless pamphlets) has been unable 
to make a political evaluation of that defeat, which had a tremen
dous effect of the current size and presence of centrist groups in 
Italy. On the other hand, political analysis inside the Pabloist 
international has been relegated to the domain of "pedants" and 
"historians." This procedure has by nm-l become so much of a habi t 
that the GCR militants (as ",ell as those in other sections of the 
international) are not even inclined to ask ,.,hy. Until the problems 
explode for objective reasons, they just rush blindly forward in 
their "sector of intervention." Thus none of the comrades '-lere 
interested in finding aut "Ihat comrades Uai tan and Beauvais ,.,ere 
cooking up in Chile. 

The Spartacist Tendency dates the death of the Fourth Interna
tional in the period 1951-54. This crucial period for the workers' 
movement also affected the history of other political groupings, 
the Bordigists for example. During that period the Trotskyists' 
organizational unity exploded, but this was only the external mani
festation of the revolutionaries' definitive capitulation to the 
change in the political framet.,rork ,.,rhich took place during l'Jorld 
War II. The development of the "cold war" multiplied the destructive 
effects of this change on the revolutionary heritage. The breakup 
of the International ,.,as accompanied by vast revisions ''lhich \'lent 
to the heart of fundamental questions of l1arxist-Leninist theory and 
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of the Transitional Program. The principles of the International 
concerning the role of the Party in the proletarian revolution, 
the independence of the class and the centrality of the proletar
iat, the relation bet\veen the revolutionary organization and Stalin
ist or petty-bourgeois nationalist leaderships were all revised. 

Today, proceeding along an intricate parabola \"hose osciJ.la
tions exhibit a movement plunging ever more to the right, the SNP 
and the PST join in covering up open manifestations of class collab
oration, while at the same time the compromises of the Tenth World 
Congress have brought into the open the non-existence of the Inter
national as a centralized political organism based on a common 
program (we will not say revolutionary, since it had not been for 
some tiIl'.e). 

Comrades who are on the lookout for the August 4 of the Fourth 
International generally objected that while there were a long series 
of errors, yet at the last, and decisive, minute the errors were 
corrected. This is clearly a self-justifying thesis which serves 
only to cover up other centrist ambiguities and oscillations. In all 
the cases which can be examined (Algeria, Cuba, the '1969 crisis in 
Italy, Chile, etc.), the "corrections" came after the working class 
movement \',as defeated. Hot only that, but the fact which makes most 
explicit the nature of the leadership of the International is that 
a revolutionary Marxist critique of these defeats was never made. 
This is the explanation for our militants' repeated silence and 
mis-education. The comrade apologists commit the grave mistake of 
substituting "corrections" for the dynamics of centrist oscillations. 

Faced with these tasks the FMR went aground. It preferred an 
organizational escape clause: an attempt to force the hand of its 
Third Tendency partners (Germans, Austrians and French) by confront
ing them with the fait accompli of thEf FUR's expulsion from the, 
USee. J 

\ 
In the final convulsive phase of the FMR's existence many com-

rades reacted to the wide-spread tendency to take refuge in "agi
tation," thus objectively placing itself outside Trotskyism and its 
program, and gradually linked up their O\'Tn activity to that of 
the international Spartacist tendency. Today the continuity of the 
revolutionary Trotskyist tradition lives in the experience of over 
a decade of struggle for the rebirth of the Fourth International 
by the comrades of the Spartacist League U.S. and in the interna
tional Spartacist tendency. 

*TMR--Revolutionary Marxist 
Tendency, predecessor to 
the FMR 

--Nucleo Spartacista d'Italia 
August 1975 

[This document \'las published in Italian in Italian Spartacist No. 1 
(September 1975)] 
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Host of you will recall the debate at the first summer camp on 
the problem of translating "Rebirth of the Fourth International." 
At that time, we acquiesced to the objections against "Wiedergeburt" 
(more or less grudgingly, depending on the comrade involved), but 
urged you to find some other equivalent besides "Wiederaufbau." 

I \flant briefly to reiterate our objections to "Reconstruction/ 
Wiederaufbau." As you know, we feel that "reconstruction/Wiederauf
bau" tends to imply simply picking up the various pieces of stone 
lying around on the ground in the vicinity of a ruined building and 
trying to put the building back together again with the same 
stones--in this case the empty shells of wrecks of organizations. 
Now while in theory this problem might be avoided in part (but onl~ 
in part, since it is the slogan that is remembered and not necessar'" 
ily the explanation), there is also a second, and in this case defjn
itive argument. Namely, that the practice of our opponents confirms 
the first objection. There are currently two main groupings inter
nationally \<,hich use the slogan of "Reconstruction/-Vliederaufbau of 
the FI": the OCI and the "Spartacusbund International." 

The OClis practice is sufficiently well known so that I donlt 
have to go into detail: I will mention only two examples. The OCI 
uncritically accepted the POR into the IC as just such a ':builQing 
block" (i.e., as a factional maneuver). As the Greek Workers Van
guard group (a member of the IC at the time) pointed out, precisely 
because the POR was a finished, hard established group it was all 
the more important to have a full evaluation of its past. This was 
never done, \·lith the resultant problems (around the Popular Assem
bly, the FRA, etc.). The second example is the "recent report that 
'the OCI has taken over the POUM (! and double !!) and expelled its 
left \fling. From the space the OCI paper has been giving to the POUM 
lately, I think this is probably either true or in the process of 
happening. Need one say more about a group that wants to "recon
struct" the FI with the POUH? 

The example of the "Spartacusbund International" is equally 
eloquent. Its maneuvers with us, with the late unlamented CSL, and 
now with the Gruppe Internationale and split-offs from the "Third 
Tendency" in Austria and Italy speak volumes. 

Under these circumstances, one may well ask: do we really want 
to have the same slogan as theSpartacusbund? 

The other side of the problem if that the comrades I objections 
to "Wiedergeburt" do, I think, have p. certain foundation. We have 
therefore spent some time over the Ppst year and a half considering 
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this problem, and have come up with some alternate formulations, all 
of which seem to us equally valid, since they all (a) differentiate 
from simple "reconstruction" and (b) in some way make the point that 
the process of reforging the FI will require qualitative transfor
mations in organizations--or more likely, parts/splits/factions of 
organizations--which are won over--as well as in individual comrades 
(I think some of our ex-Pabloite comrades can testify to that). 

Our current alternatives are: 
reforging the FI 
recreating the FI 
regenerating the Fl. 

Now while I am not sure exactly how these might be best translated 
into German, it seems at least possible. Or, there may be other al
ternatives. Dimir objects to "Neuschmiedung" as "ikky" (but when 
pressured admits that it is a theoretical possibility and will ac
cept it if it is to be found in Wagner). Alternatively, he suggests 
"Nel,\bau" and "die Internationale neu erbauen." 

The pOint is that we should act~velZ seek some alternative to 
"wiederaufbau." It might also be a g od idea to suspend the use of 
Hiederaufbau until a new formulation is found. 

I look fonvard to hearing from you on the subject. Also, Jim 
will be in Berlin about I November and will no doubt have some 
things to say on the subject. 

Comradely greetings, 

Sharpe 
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GENERAL ASSESS~ffiNT OF EUROPE 

by Sharpe 

de\,l York 
13 October 1975 

Group II 

Dear Comrades, 

I have recently become quite concerned that we may very well 
be in for serious problems somewhere in Europe in the immediate 
future. This is not intended as a specific prediction, but as a 
general concern. Let me outline the components. 

First, there appears indeed to be some sort of regroupment 
around the Spartacusbund. This centrist swamp involves as many as 
20-25 people in Vienna and some in Italy. In addition, it will give 
the Spartacusbund a new lease on life. The important fact here is 
that this regroupment seems to be passing us by (we are getting 
nothing from it) and thus lays the basis for demoralization of our 
comrades. Depending on developments within the USec, this may also 
be accompanied by some motion in the German Kompass ("Third Ten
dency"). 

Second, we have a high profile vis-~-vis the USec. Not only are 
we being expelled in France, not only does the SWP/LTF feel com
pelled to deal with us in Europe, but we are very visible. Thus 
Lafitte vs. Mandel in Vienna; we have had Albert intervene against 
P. Frank on several occasions; we will make a big splash at the 
Rouge fete on 18 October, etc. The problem is that we are very visi
ble, but basically have no forces in back of our visibility. This 
poses problems similar to those in a trade union when one is elec
ted to a leading position with no base. It can easily lead'to de
moralization, over-heating, etc. I believe that the problems we have 
had with people in the Ligue are examples of the kind of problem 
which can occur. 

Furthermore, our visibility leads to pressure on us to "com
pete" \'1i th USec groups--a pressure \'1hich is increased when we have 
the beginnings of a technical apparatits (e.g., in France) and hence 
the possibility of putting out (too ~any) leaflets. A similar prob
lem exists in Germany, although atten~ated by the printing situation. 

Lastly, our recruitment has been slow (except in France, where 
there is a serious problem of assimilation), and we are beginning 
to get attrition. Austria has seriously reduced forces; the loss of 
H. in Germany is a blow, and two other comrades have resigned for 
personal reasons (demoralization); the Italian group is fragile; 
and in France the comrades are exhausted from over-work and their 
work has been somewhat deformed by rapid recruitment (neglect of key 
components of work, such as finances). 

I feel that this situation could at any time lead to a serious 
crisis in any of the European groups. Comrades should be prepared 
for this possibility and should take steps to ensure that it does 
not happen or is minimized. The most important counter-measure is to 
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regularize their political work in line with the real capacities or
ganizationally available. If \-le do not have false expectations, de
moralization is less likely to reach crisis proportions. Regulari
zation also means a division of labor1 systematic development of 
cadre, etc. 

\ 
Nevertheless, all is not for the worst in the worst of all pos-

sible worlds. \ie do have a number of things in our favor in addi
tion to our programmatic basis (which is of course the essential 
point). In particular, the operation of Station London will pro
vide a big boost. In addition, the definitive recruitment of the 
i'lexicans would provide a tremendous psychological reinforcement, as 
would the possible establishment of a working relation with a group 
in Greece. 

Comradely greetings, 

Sharpe 

* * * 

New York 
20 October 1975 

Group II 

Dear Comrades, 

A minor error crept into my letter of 13 October 1975.' Although 
it does not affect the argumentation or the conclusions, this should 
serve as a correction. The error concerned the TLD: of the two 
members \,/ho had reportedly resigned, one has retracted his resigna
tion as due simply to a momentary demoralization; the other is on 
what is expected to be a terminal leave of absence. 

Comradely greetings, 

Sharpe 


